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Flooding is a major threat to people, property, and infrastructure in Illinois. To better 
prepare for flooding disasters and prevent losses, high-quality flood loss information on a 
structure-by-structure basis is a valuable tool. A structure-by-structure risk assessment provides 
information that identifies which structures may flood, which frequency of flood impacts 
structures, the depth of flooding likely for each structure, and the expected losses. One 
component of this investigation is the field survey data that were collected for individual 
structures in the City of Ottawa, Peoria County, and parts of Rock Island County, Illinois. 
Structure-specific risk assessments were performed using this survey data for the City of Ottawa 
and Peoria County. The steps taken to compile these data and the information necessary to 
perform the risk assessments are explained. An evaluation of alternative methods to estimate 
elevations from LiDAR for the project areas is included in this report. A discussion of automated 
methods to generate building footprint data layers is provided as an appendix.   
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Flooding is a major threat to the people, property, and infrastructure in Illinois. To better 
prepare for flooding disasters and prevent losses, high-quality flood loss information on a 
structure-by-structure basis is a valuable tool. A structure-by-structure risk assessment provides 
information that identifies which structures flood, which frequency of flood impacts each 
structure and at which depth, and the expected losses associated with each event. Answers to 
these questions help a community understand their flood risk and strategically plan where and 
how to best deploy resources to anticipate and reduce flood risks. The information can also be 
used as a tool to help local responders identify where, when, and how severely a structure may 
flood. 
Recognizing the importance of planning in 
mitigation activities, the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) has created Hazus, 
a geographic information system (GIS)-based 
disaster mitigation tool that is coupled with Esri’s 
ArcGIS software. This powerful geospatial tool 
can identify structures, economic sectors, 
neighborhoods, and areas of a community that 
may be affected by natural disasters. This 
information can enable communities of all sizes to 
predict the estimated losses from floods, 
hurricanes, earthquakes, or tsunamis and support 
planning to reduce the impacts of these events. 
Field surveys of structures and simulations of 
flood events using hydrologic and hydraulic 
models were input to Hazus to prepare structure-
specific risk assessments for the City of Ottawa 
and Peoria County in Illinois. 
   
Project Background 
State of Illinois agencies envision a statewide database containing structure-specific flood 
risk information for buildings located in and near mapped floodplains. This information is 
needed to strategically prepare for flood events, estimate community flood damages, estimate 
entire watershed flood damages, prioritize building acquisitions, and identify and evaluate 
appropriate mitigation options. 
Annualized loss considers all future 
losses for a specific hazard resulting 
from possible hazard events with 
different magnitudes and return periods 
averaged on a “per year” basis. Like 
other loss estimates, annualized loss is 
based on available data and models. 
Thus, the actual loss in any given year 
can be substantially higher or lower than 
the estimated annualized loss. 
 
Annualized losses are essentially the 
sum of losses over all return periods 
multiplied by the probability of those 
events occurring. In mathematical terms, 
the analysis looks like this: 
AL = Σ (Prob of Occurrence) * ($ loss) 





 The flood risk for a structure can 
be expressed in many ways, such as the 
expected cost of damages (losses) for a 
flooding event or, more commonly, the 
average annualized loss (AAL). The AAL 
provides information to assist mitigation 
planners at local, county, and state levels 
in identifying the structures that are likely 
to experience the costliest flood damages 
over time. This information facilitates 
effective planning and helps owners 
understand the importance and value of 
flood insurance. The formulation of the 
AAL calculation is shown in the sidebar.  
This report describes the data, 
methodology, and results of the structure-
specific flood risk assessments performed 
in the City of Ottawa in LaSalle County 
and Peoria County and documents the 
progress toward achieving a statewide 
database of structure-specific flood risk.  
Project funding was provided by 
the Illinois Department of Community and 
Economic Opportunity (DCEO). The 
project also includes work to support 
future structure-specific flood risk 
assessments. The field survey of structures 
in portions of Rock Island County was 
performed and documented for use in 
future risk-assessment projects. 
Additionally, two different methods of generating elevations and their respective sensitivities are 
examined, comparing the field survey of a structure versus an interpretation from remotely 
sensed LiDAR data. Alternatives for deriving building footprints as geospatial features are 
discussed. This work complements prior risk assessments completed for the City of Rockford in 
Winnebago County, the City of Rock Island, and a portion of the City of Joliet in Will County. 
Currently, a flood risk assessment project is being completed for several communities along the 
Mississippi River by the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) in cooperation with the Illinois 
Department of Natural Resources, Office of Water Resources (IDNR/OWR), and the Illinois 
State Water Survey (ISWS). Additionally, FEMA has funded a flood risk assessment in the 
Poplar Creek Watershed in Cook and Kane Counties. Results of that study are reported in 
This formula is used individually for every loss calculation for 
each individual structure. 
 
Annualized Loss = (10% – 4%) *(Loss 10% + Loss 4%) / 2 +  
(4% – 2%) * (Loss 4% + Loss 2%) / 2 +  
(2% – 1%) * (Loss 2% + Loss 1%) / 2 +  
(1% – 0.2%) * (Loss 1% +Loss 0.2%) / 2 +  
0.2% * Loss 0.2%  
 
where “Loss 10%” equals the flood loss value associated 
with the 10 percent annual chance flood event, “Loss 4%” 
equals the flood loss value associated with the 4 percent 
annual chance flood event, and so on.  
 
For example, assume a structure has the following loss 
values:  
•10% annual chance event = $0 
•4% annual chance event = $0 
•2% annual chance event = $2,000 
•1% annual chance event = $30,000 
•0.2% annual chance event = $80,000  
 
The annualized loss would be calculated as follows:  
Annualized Loss = (0.10 – 0.04) * (0 +0) / 2 +  
(0.04 – 0.02) * (0 + 2000) / 2 +  
(0.02 – 0.01) * (2000 + 30000) / 2 +  
(0.01 – 0.002) * (30000 + 80000) / 2 +  
0.002 * 80000  
Annualized Loss = 0 + 20 + 160 + 440 + 160 = $780/yr 
(FEMA, 2018) 
Hazus Average Annualized Loss Calculations  
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Structure-Specific Flood Risk Assessment for the Poplar Creek Watershed (Graff and McVay, 
2019). Contributors to the effort to create the statewide database include the IDNR/OWR, the 
Illinois Silver Jackets team, and the ISWS. 
 
Scope of Work and Objectives 
The project includes four aspects: 1. Identify structures at risk of flooding during a 0.2% 
annual chance flood event in Peoria County, the City of Ottawa in LaSalle County, and locations 
in Rock Island County, then coordinate the collection of field survey data for those structures; 2. 
Develop a structure-specific risk assessment for the identified structures in Peoria County and 
the City of Ottawa; 3. Perform a comparison 
of structure-specific risk assessments based on 
a field survey versus structure elevation data 
extracted from LiDAR; and 4. Update the 
Structures at Flood Risk (SAFR) website and 
the database of structure-specific risk 
assessments.     
 The objectives of the project are to 
contribute to a comprehensive database of 
flood risk information, helping to build risk 
awareness, and to increase risk 
communication at local and state levels. The 
project is intended to support efforts to 
strategically reduce flood hazard risks and 
advance mitigation actions listed in the 2018 
Illinois Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan 
(IEMA, 2018).  
Identifying appropriate mitigation 
options and prioritizing actions are most 
effective when decisions are based on detailed, structure-by-structure flood risk data. Through 
this project, detailed data have been compiled for each structure within the 0.2% annual chance 
floodplain in Peoria County and the City of Ottawa, including the following: flood depths and 
losses for multiple return periods, average annualized losses, first-floor elevation, low entry 
elevation, and chance of flooding over a 30-year period. These data will assist project-area 
communities and state agencies in preparing a benefit-cost analysis to ultimately create a 






Illinois Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan 2018  
 
Strategy 2.2.2. Publicize and provide risk 
assessment products and planning 
services to assist local officials throughout 
the local mitigation planning process.  
Action 2.2.2.5. Continue to build a 
database of individual structure risk 
assessments  
 
Strategy 4.3.2. Establish methods for 
outreach. 
Action 4.3.2.7. Provide focused hazard 
mitigation information to counties and 





Survey Coordination and Outreach 
 
In the initiation phase of this project, letters were sent through the US Postal Service and 
emails were sent to CEOs and floodplain administrators for the jurisdictions listed in Table 1. A 
sample of this email is included in Appendix 1. A project kickoff conference call was held on 
May 12, 2017 to introduce the project and answer community questions. Attendance on the call 
included 18 municipal employees or community officials representing 11 of the 20 jurisdictions 
in the project area. ISWS staff led the call. A follow-up email was sent summarizing the main 
points of the call and offering a link to the project website. The website contains maps, project 
information, a survey schedule, and a link to Frequently Asked Questions 
http://illinoisfloodmaps.org/structureriskassessment/structure.html.  
A press release was issued on June 1, 2017 describing the project and the extent and dates 
of the surveying effort. Postcards were sent to individual addresses for properties where the 
structures were scheduled for the survey. A link to the project website and a phone number and 
email were given to individuals who had questions or wished to decline having their property 




Table 1. Communities in Project Area 
County Community Name 
LaSalle County of 
 Ottawa, City of 
Peoria County of 
 Bartonville, Village of 
 Bellevue, Village of 
 Chillicothe, City of 
 Dunlap, Village of 
 Elmwood, City of 
 Glasford, Village of 
 Hanna City, City of 
 Kingston Mines, Village of 
 Mapleton, Village of 
 Norwood, Village of 
 Pekin, City of 
 Peoria Heights, Village of 
 Peoria, City of 
 Princeville, Village of 
 West Peoria, City of 
Rock Island County of 
 Carbon Cliff, Village of 
 Coal Valley, Village of 
 East Moline, City of 
 Hampton, Village of 
 Hillsdale, Village of 
 Milan, Village of 
 Moline, City of 
 Port Byron, Village of 
 Rapids City, Village of 
 Reynolds, Village of 
 Rock Island, City of  
 
 
Identification of Structures 
The structures to be surveyed were identified using GIS, best available flood extent data 
(floodplains), building footprints, and information from local assessors’ offices. Using GIS, the 
flood extents were overlaid with building footprints for the City of Ottawa, Peoria County, and 
Rock Island County to determine structures exposed to flood risk. The building footprint 
geospatial files were provided by the respective communities. A discussion about the derivation 
of building footprints is provided in Appendix 2. The 0.2% (500 year) annual chance flood extent 
is the most extreme floodplain identified in FEMA regulatory products. Building footprints 
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outside of the 0.2% annual chance floodplain were excluded from the building inventory. The 
structures were further refined by removing most outbuilding structures, such as residential 
detached garages and sheds.  
Structures included in the analysis were identified early in the project so that surveying 
teams could collect elevation data, building characteristics, and photos of each structure. In some 
areas, updates to the flood studies and mapping were underway, and since the updated extent of 
the flood risk areas was not yet delineated, some structures were not initially identified as at-risk 
of flooding. These structures were added to the flood risk assessment, but surveyed elevations 
were unavailable. Some property owners declined the survey and some properties were not 
accessible. Consequently, survey information was not collected for every structure included in 
the analysis.  
The final building inventory includes structures with data derived from the field 
collection and survey and others have data that were estimated based on best practices outlined 
by FEMA. Surveyed outbuildings were kept in the final structure database to maintain the 
surveyed elevations associated with those structures but are not included in the Hazus flood risk 
analysis. In Peoria, 1556 structures were scheduled for survey. Of these, 1462 structures had 
elevations surveyed. The final Hazus analyses identified 1463 structures within the extent of the 
0.2% annual chance flood event. In the City of Ottawa, 98 structures were scheduled for survey. 
During the project, updated floodplain mapping showed 42 structures within the 1% annual 




Survey Data Collection 
Elevation information for structures in and near the 0.2% annual chance floodplain was 
collected by professional land surveyors. Surveys of the structures were completed by American 
Surveying & Engineering and Patrick Engineering (Figure 1 and Figure 2). Project areas 
included the City of Ottawa in LaSalle County, Peoria County, and portions of Rock Island 
County. Elevations of the lowest finished floor and low entry point for each structure were 
surveyed and compiled as a geospatial data layer; however, structures were not thoroughly 
inspected to determine the lowest adjacent grade (LAG). The low entry ground (LEG) represents 
the elevation at the location that appeared to be the lowest grade at the time of the survey. The 
information obtained is not intended to be used in preparing flood insurance Elevation 
Certificates for individuals attempting to amend floodplain maps, but the elevations could be 
used as an initial screening tool to determine if an Elevation Certificate would likely demonstrate 
that the structure is not in the 1% annual chance floodplain. Table lists the type of elevation 




Table 2. Elevation Measurements 
Elevation Type Explanation 
First Floor Elevation (FFE) This is the elevation of the top of the lowest finished floor 
above grade in a building. Rounded to the nearest tenth of a 
foot.  
Low Entry Ground (LEG) Low entry ground, low exterior ground surveyed elevation 
of the structure where water will meet the foundation. 
Rounded to the nearest tenth of a foot.  
Low Entry Elevation (LEE) Low entry surveyed elevation, the elevation of the low spot 
where water could enter the structure, i.e. basement 
windows, outdoor stairway to basement, or door entry. 
Rounded to the nearest tenth of a foot.  
  
 
Figure 1.  Structures for survey: Peoria County and City of Ottawa 
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Risk Assessment Methodology 
 
Methodology Overview 
Potential losses due to flooding were estimated on a structure-by-structure basis. Figure 3 
shows the phases of the assessment methodology. 
 
Figure 3. Phases of assessment methodology 
  
Phase 1. Data Collection includes the development of the initial project extent and 
structure selection.  
Phase 2. Flood Hazard Identification includes the development of multiple depth 
grids that represent the flood hazard for the study areas. The depth grids produced to 
complete an average annualized loss analysis include the 10%, 4%, 2%, 1%, and 0.2% 
annual chance flood events. Flood elevation data are used to compute water surface 
elevations. Ground elevations are then subtracted from the water surface elevations to 
determine flood depths. 
Phase 3. Building Inventory includes completing an inventory of structures at risk of 
flooding in the 0.2% annual chance floodplain. To complete the most accurate estimate of 
flood risk for structures, certain information about each at-risk property must be 
collected. This includes collecting first floor elevations (FFE) and low entry ground 




Phase 4. Flood Loss Analysis includes loading the depth grids created in Phase 2 and 
the building inventory compiled in Phase 3 into Hazus, a GIS-based loss estimation tool 
developed by FEMA. An analysis is then performed for each annual chance flood event 
represented by the depth grids. This analysis will result in the generation of loss estimates 
for the 10%, 4%, 2%, 1%, and 0.2% annual chance flood events for every structure 
included in the building inventory. An average annualized loss for each structure will then 
be calculated from these results.  
 
Data Collection  
Project areas were selected based on recommendations from the IDNR/OWR. The 
selected project areas were then evaluated based on the availability of data necessary to complete 
the study, including detailed flood study information and topographic data and project budget. 
The City of Ottawa and Peoria County were selected for the structure-based risk assessment.   
 
Flood Hazard Identification (Depth and Analysis Grids Creation) 
GIS technology and data formats were used to estimate flood hazards in the study areas. 
To estimate flood damages, the depth of the flood water needs to be approximated. The 
measurement is estimated using engineering models, which can either be detailed or 
approximate, depending of the information available. Once the height of the flood water is 
approximated by developing water surface elevation grids, flood depth grids can be produced by 
subtracting the ground elevation.  
For this project, depths for the 10%, 4%, 2%, 1%, and 0.2% annual chance flood events 
were calculated, and depth grids were created. Other depictions of risk in the floodplain were 
also made based on these products, including the percent annual chance of flooding and the 
chance of flooding over a 30-year period. 
All products are created in a grid format, which allows the values to be estimated across 
the entire study area and not only at certain points of interest. Values of flood depths, percent 
chance of flooding, and chance of flooding over a 30-period are available for properties within 
the study area and for parcels that have not yet been developed. Thus, these calculations are 
valuable for current property owners and community planners and developers.   
 
Water Surface Elevation Grids 
A water surface elevation grid is a GIS-format dataset that represents the elevation of the 
water during a specified flood event. Water surface elevation grids form the basis from which the 
depth grids, percent annual chance grids, and many of the other grid datasets are generated. 
Using GIS software, water surface elevation grids are calculated by taking water surface 
elevations at cross sections and interpolating between those elevations, creating a triangulated 
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irregular network (TIN). The TIN-to-raster tool was then used to create a floating-point raster of 
water surface elevations using the linear method. 
For the City of Ottawa, the water surface elevations were prepared using studies that are 
the basis of the Flood Insurance Study (FIS) and Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) for LaSalle 
County, effective as of 2018. The floodplain extents will not match the FIRM flood boundaries, 
however, as newly available LiDAR (2017) has been used since the FIRMs were developed.    
Peoria County’s water surface elevations are from draft data that have not been reviewed 
or released publicly. The elevations for streams that had detailed engineering studies and 
subsequently, Zone AE floodplain designations, are from the FIRM sources that were effective as 
of 2018. The extent of the floodplain will not match the effective FIRM as the digital floodplains 
were delineated using the 2012 LiDAR. New, detailed studies are planned for streams that have 
floodplains designated as Zone AE. Approximate models have been prepared for streams that 
have the floodplain designation of Zone A. Elevations were taken from the Zone A studies and 
may not match the effective flood extents shown on the FIRMs, effective as of 2018.  
 
Depth Grids 
A depth grid is GIS-formatted data that represent the extent and depth of flooding for a 
given annual chance event. Depth grids are in a GIS digital raster dataset that defines geographic 
space as an array of equally sized square cells arranged in rows and columns (FEMA, 2018a). 
Each cell contains a value representing water depth. Factors that contribute to the resolution or 
level of detail displayed by a depth grid are twofold. These factors include the resolution of the 
terrain data and availability of water surface elevation information. 
Flood depth grids were produced for each stream included in the study area for the 0.2%, 
1%, 2%, 4%, and 10% annual chance flood events. Cells within the inundated area of the depth 
grids represent the expected flooding depths associated with the represented flood event.  
Ground elevation grids were generated from the best available topographic data for each 
project area. LiDAR was available for both the City of Ottawa (2017) and Peoria County (2012). 
This technology was used to create a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) for each area. The source of 
the LiDAR for the two areas was different; the cell size of the DTM for Ottawa is 1.5 feet, and 
the Peoria County DTM has a cell size of 3.5 feet. Depths were determined using GIS software 
raster calculations based on water surface elevation and ground surface elevation raster grids. 
The difference between the expected water surface elevation and ground surface elevation was 
used to generate the depth grid. The cell size for each depth grid is the same as the DTM from 
which they were derived.  
 
Percent Annual Chance of Flooding Grid 
The Percent Annual Chance of Flooding Grid is computed using multiple water surface 
elevation results and their associated percent annual chance of exceedance (e.g. 0.2%, 1%, 2%, 
4%, and 10%) and interpolating the percent annual chance of flooding at each grid cell based on 
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those inputs coupled with the ground elevation at each specified point. This method uses an order 
1 (first degree) linear regression for polynomial fit. The calculation runs on a natural log for the 
x-axis (Percent Annual Chance of Flooding); y values are not transformed. This “Semi-Log,” 
transformation is recommended when values are close together. After the equation for the best-fit 
line is found, the ground elevation is input to find the percent annual chance. This process is run 
for each pixel in the grid. 
 
Percent Chance of Flooding over a 30-year Period Grid 
The Percent Chance of Flooding over a 30-year Period Grid represents the percent chance 
of flooding at least one time during a 30-year period for a given cell or location within the 
mapped floodplain. Once the Percent Annual Chance Grid is developed, the process to develop 
the Percent 30-year Chance Grid uses the following statistical equation: 
Probability = 1 – (1-p) n where… 
• p = percent annual chance of flooding (values derived from the Percent Annual 
Chance raster layer) 
• n = time period in years (30 years for this dataset) 
 
Levees and Flood Protection Structures 
Structures that may protect from the effects of flooding include, but are not limited to, 
levees, floodwalls, berms, and seawalls. Flood protection structures are not fail-safe measures 
against flooding; therefore, the properties behind these flood protection structures were included 
in flood loss estimates.  
Completing a levee breach analysis was beyond the scope of this project, so FEMA’s 
“natural valley” analysis approach was used to estimate the impact of flooding on structures 
behind levees. The “natural valley” procedure assumes the levee does not impede flood flows. 
The “natural valley” analysis allows for additional conveyance and/or storage of floodwaters on 
the landward side of the levee (FEMA, 2018b). The natural valley modeling typically results in 
lower flood elevations than analyses that would confine the flow to the riverside of levees. Flood 
elevations are extended to natural high ground for the creation of depth grids.  
Many properties in the project were found to have other flood protection measures such 
as floodwalls or berms on their properties. Since these types of measures are not rated, 
determining the level of flood protection these measures may provide is difficult. An attempt to 
estimate flood protection was made by comparing the flood elevation at the property with the 
elevation of the top of the flood protection structure. If the elevation of the flood protection 
structure was higher than elevation of any of the modeled flood events, a note was made in the 
Comments field of the Survey table as described in the Project Deliverables section of this 
report. For example, if the elevation at the top of the floodwall for a structure was higher than the 
water surface elevation of the 1% annual chance flood event, but lower than the 0.2% annual 
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chance flood event, a note was added to the Comments field stating: “Structure may have 
protection from 1 pct annual chance flood event by flood protection structure.” If the elevation at 
the top of the floodwall was lower than the water surface elevation of the 10% annual chance 
flood event, the note “Structure may have some protection from minor flooding” was added. No 
levee elevations were collected by the survey crews. 
 
Building Inventory Creation 
A structure-based risk assessment requires a GIS point-based building inventory. The 
information collected for each structure includes, but was not limited to, parcel identification 
number, address, flooding source, building occupancy class, foundation type, number of stories, 
garage type, assessed building value, and the square footage of the structure. Hazus software 
requires that the structure data be organized as a personal geodatabase table or point feature 
class. Each structure must have latitude and longitude values in decimal degrees to determine the 
location of the structure. Once the structures to be included in the building inventory were 
finalized, a GIS point feature class was created from the centroids of the building footprints as a 
standard practice. Hazus will assign the depth of flooding for the structure from the depth grid 
cell that the structure point intersects. However, some adjustments were necessary for structures 
with footprints not fully covered by the depth grids, showing partial inundation. Figure 4 shows 
an example of a partially inundated structure for which the point representing the structure in the 
Hazus analysis was adjusted to intersect the flood depth grid. These structure points were 
relocated where the flooding intersects the structure so that the damages would be calculated by 
Hazus. In future studies, a process used to assign the structure point to intersect the cell with the 
largest depth of flooding should be investigated in areas with significant slopes because this 
could affect results. This process would need to be developed outside of Hazus to modify the 
structure point file input to Hazus. 
 




Unlike a basic Hazus analysis using the default Hazus General Building Stock (GBS) 
aggregated to the census block level, an advanced User Defined Facilities (UDF) analysis 
calculates losses on a structure-by-structure basis. The building inventory created for this project 
was used in a UDF analysis to give a more accurate accounting of the effected structures.  
 
Building Attributes for Hazus Analysis 
Although most of the categories useful for a Hazus UDF analysis were provided in the 
assessors’ data, some fields were either not included or were not fully attributed and thus needed 
to be populated by other means.  
Data attributes are often missing because the structure is tax exempt. In most cases, data 
for tax-exempt structures are not included in an assessor’s dataset. Examples include government 
facilities, religious organizations, and government subsidized housing. For these cases, values 
were determined by using the methods described in the following section. 
The following information is a brief description of the method used to populate each field 
and how each was populated if values were not provided in the assessor’s database. A 
DataSources table, which contains the source and methodology used to calculate the fields for 
each structure, is included in the risk assessment database detailed in the Project Deliverables 
section of this report. For the full Data Dictionary, see Appendix 3.  
Building Cost: For structures for which it was available, the assessed building 
value was multiplied by three to create an estimated Fair Market Value of the 
structure to use as a Building Cost. This calculation was undertaken because a law 
passed in 1975 determined that the assessed value of a property in Illinois is 
approximately one-third the Fair Market Value (FMV) (Shrestha, 2014).  
For structures for which the assessed value was not available, the Building Cost 
was derived based on industry standard cost-estimation models published in Means 
Square Foot Costs (Means, 2014) taken from the Hazus 4.0 general building stock 
database. See Appendix 4 for the values used. This provides a dollar value per 
square foot based on the occupancy and occupancy subclass of the structure. 
Multiplying the square footage by the Means Square Foot Cost value allowed for 
an estimate of the replacement cost and the cost to repair damage to the structure. 
Values were converted to 2017 U.S. dollars using U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Consumer Price Index values (U.S. Department of Labor, 2017). Building Cost 
calculated from Means Square Foot Costs usually exceed the estimated Fair Market 
Value derived from the assessed building values.  
Content Cost: This field represents an estimate of the value of structure 
contents, which is calculated by multiplying the Building Cost by a Content Cost 
Factor (CCF) of 0.5, 1, or 1.5. The CCF is determined by the occupancy class of 
the structure. CCF values for each occupancy class are included in Appendix 4. 
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Square Footage: Square footage was provided in the assessor’s data for most 
structures. In cases where it was not, values were estimated by conducting online 
research or using GIS software to measure the building footprint of the structure. 
This method was done either by using building footprint polygons provided by the 
City of Ottawa or Peoria County or by measuring the footprint in Esri ArcGIS using 
available orthophotography. The number of stories of the structure was factored in 
when making these estimates. 
Number of Stories: These values were derived from assessors’ data. Missing 
values were populated using pictures taken by the surveyors. If surveyor pictures 
were unavailable, online map services such as Google Street View were used. 
Year Built: Most of these values were provided with the assessors’ data. When 
this value was not available, an estimate of the average year that the surrounding 
structures were built was used.  
Foundation Type: Most of these values were provided with the assessors’ data. 
If the data were unavailable, a visual inspection of the structure via the surveyor’s 
photos or Google Street View was used. Many structures in Ottawa were given a 
default value of “basement,” as most of the surrounding structures had a basement. 
If none of the previous sources were available, the Hazus default value of slab was 
used.  
First Floor Height: The first floor height was calculated using the method in 
the decision tree shown in Figure 5. See Table 3 for first floor height 
recommendations found in the Hazus Flood Technical Manual (FEMA, 2012b). 
The year a structure was built is the basis for whether the Pre-FIRM or Post-FIRM 




   
Figure 5. First floor height determination  
 
 









Pile 7  8  
Pier (or post and beam) 5  6  
Solid Wall 7  8  
Basement (or garden level) 4  4  
Crawlspace 3 4  





Flood Loss Analysis  
A comprehensive risk analysis can be performed to estimate flood losses, vulnerability, 
and risk for each structure. These calculations were computed in Hazus. Hazus contains 
standardized methodology and models to estimate potential physical, social, and economic losses 
associated with a natural disaster. For this analysis, the flood module was used to estimate 
physical losses for the 0.2%, 1%, 2%, 4%, and 10% annual chance flood events. Hazus analysis 
has three general levels, as identified in Figure Error! Reference source not found.5. An 
advanced, Level 2.5 analysis was performed for this flood risk assessment by incorporating the 
flood depth grids and building inventory described in the Building Inventory Creation and Flood 
Hazard Identification sections of this report.




Hazus analyzes each structure using depth-damage curves provided by the USACE. The 
characteristics of each structure are used to determine which depth-damage curve of the over 700 
available to Hazus is used to calculate damages. Losses are estimated by assigning a damage 
percentage to the structure based on the depth of water at that location. Depth of water is based 
on the depth grid, first floor height, and location of the structure. An example depth-damage 
curve is shown in Figure 6. The curve shows the estimated percent of damage to a structure 
based on the depth of flooding above the first floor. Therefore, negative flood depths (flood 
elevation below the first floor) can still damage structures. 
 
 





Flood Risk Assessment Results 
 
The Flood Risk Assessment dataset provides an estimate of potential financial 
consequences associated with flooding for structures located within the 0.2% annual chance 
floodplain. Estimates of potential flood losses for each structure were generated for the 10%, 4%, 
2%, 1%, and 0.2% annual chance flood frequencies. Average annualized loss was calculated 
using the results from these five flood frequencies. Results are computed on an individual 
structure basis but can be aggregated to larger planning areas, such as neighborhoods or other 
geographic areas of interest. This dataset can enhance the understanding and visualization of 
where floods will occur and the degree of risk that exists from flooding within the identified 
floodplain. Risk levels were defined to summarize data based on inundation by the 1% annual 
chance flood. A risk level was assigned based on a range in feet of flooding above the first 
finished floor within a structure. Risk levels are defined in Table 4. It is important to note that 
flooding below the finished floor elevation can still cause damages to the subfloor structural 
materials, HVAC, and electrical systems if located in the crawlspace. 
 
Table 4. Risk Levels 
Risk Level 1% Annual Chance Flood Height Above FFE (feet)  
High Greater than 1.5' 
Moderate 0' - 1.5' 
Low Less than 0' 
Very Low Structures located outside the 1% Annual Chance Floodplain 
 
Flood risk assessments were performed for two study areas, the City of Ottawa and 
Peoria County. Since the Peoria County study area is significantly larger in both area and 
structure count, the losses are also significantly greater. The results from each of these two study 
regions are shown separately in the following tables and are included in the geospatial database 
that is described in the Project Deliverables section of this report. Since the sample size of 
residential and commercial buildings in the City of Ottawa study is so small, and the value of the 
Ottawa Township High School structures is so high, it was decided to assess the Ottawa 
Township High School separately. The high school is represented by five separate structure 
points, four representing the different sections of the main structure, and one that represents the 
auto body and agriculture building, which is separate from the main structure. Information about 
losses categorized by event and risk level is provided in Tables 5a and 5b for the City of Ottawa 
and Table 5c for Peoria County. Tables 6a and 6b summarize the losses expected during the 1% 
annual chance flood event categorized by structure occupancy type.
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Table 5a. City of Ottawa (Excluding Ottawa Township High School) Flood Losses by Event and Risk Level (2017 Dollars) 















High $157,020 $416,250 $1,269,560 $1,666,020 $2,924,160 $72,990 
Moderate $0 $0 $211,650 $587,140 $2,315,890 $22,370 
Low $11,720 $11,720 $40,770 $236,220 $12,888,740 $80,910 
Very Low $0 $0 $0 $0 $42,214,750 $254,360 
Structure 
Count 5 15 30 42 371 371 
Grand 
Total $168,740 $427,970 $1,521,980 $2,489,380 $60,343,540 $430,630 
 
 
Table 5b. Ottawa Township High School Flood Losses by Event and Risk Level (2017 Dollars) 















High $754,840  $5,545,610  $11,068,650  $12,719,860  $17,495,310  $172,560  
Moderate $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  
Low $0  $0  $0  $0  $28,759,020  $629,960  
Very Low $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  
Structure 
Count 2 3 4 4 5 5 
Grand 





















High $50,965,660  $118,142,490  $162,696,140  $194,694,020  $235,632,790  $11,861,550  
Moderate $108,210  $511,000  $3,182,340  $10,596,150  $24,380,670  $313,220  
Low $263,220  $484,270  $1,030,850  $2,835,270  $13,608,590  $150,480  
Very Low $0  $0  $0  $0  $43,162,740  $260,640  
Structure 
Count 308 498 660 892 1463 1463 
Grand 
















Table 6a. 1% Flood Losses by Occupancy Type and Class, City of Ottawa (2017 Dollars) 
City of Ottawa 
Occupancy 






Losses Total Losses 
Commercial 
COM1 Retail Trade $1,200  $2,660  $4,610  $8,470  
COM4 Business Services $55,860  $79,280  $0  $135,140  
COM8 Entertainment & Recreation $122,970  $612,290  $0  $735,260  
COM10 Parking $26,730  $32,680  $0  $59,410  
    Total $206,760  $726,910  $4,610  $938,280  
Education EDU2 Schools/Libraries $1,704,630  $11,015,230  $0  $12,719,860  
     Total $1,704,630  $11,015,230  $0  $12,719,860  
Government 
GOV1 General Services $40,710  $227,210  $0  $267,920  
GOV2 Emergency Response $124,340  $780,650  $0  $904,990  
    Total $165,050  $1,007,860  $0  $1,172,910  
Industrial IND2 Light $850  $310  $320  $1,480  
    Total $850  $310  $320  $1,480  
Residential 
RES1 Single Family Dwelling $226,980  $93,050  $0  $320,030  
RES3A Multi Family Dwelling - Duplex $22,670  $13,240  $0  $35,910  
RES3B Multi Family Dwelling - 3-4 Units $12,780  $7,990  $0  $20,770  
    Total $262,430  $114,280  $0  $376,710  





Table 6b. 1% Flood Losses by Occupancy Type and Class, Peoria County (2017 Dollars) 
Peoria County 
Occupancy Type Occupancy Class Building Losses Content Losses Inventory Losses Total Losses 
Agriculture AGR1 Agriculture $81,060  $299,070  $346,690  $726,820  
    Total $81,060  $299,070  $346,690  $726,820  
Commercial 
COM1 Retail Trade $744,880  $2,534,410  $2,920,060  $6,199,350  
COM2 Wholesale Trade $179,720  $611,800  $705,880  $1,497,400  
COM3 Personal and Repair Services $124,380  $560,170  $0  $684,550  
COM4 Business Services $1,921,000  $2,850,050  $0  $4,771,050  
COM5 Depository Institutions $23,150  $126,570  $0  $149,720  
COM8 Entertainment & Recreation $1,919,950  $8,587,440  $0  $10,507,390  
COM10 Parking $93,040  $117,750  $0  $210,790  
    Total $5,006,120  $15,388,190  $3,625,940  $24,020,250  
Government GOV1 General Services $1,579,720  $9,678,340  $0  $11,258,060  GOV2 Emergency Response $28,410  $195,880  $0  $224,290  
    Total $1,608,130  $9,874,220  $0  $11,482,350  
Industrial 
IND1 Heavy $21,632,610  $64,625,390  $48,021,190  $134,279,190  
IND2 Light $3,928,000  $9,644,170  $7,587,060  $21,159,230  
IND4 Metals/Minerals Processing $214,810  $844,410  $902,300  $1,961,520  
IND5 High Technology $8,160  $19,880  $16,460  $44,500  
    Total $25,783,580  $75,133,850  $56,527,010  $157,444,440  
Religious/Non-Profit REL1 Church/Membership Organizations $199,210  $1,535,820  $0  $1,735,030  
    Total $199,210  $1,535,820  $0  $1,735,030  
Residential 
RES1 Single Family Dwelling $7,443,980  $3,420,160  $0  $10,864,140  
RES2 Mobile Home $9,960  $2,780  $0  $12,740  
RES3A Multi Family Dwelling - Duplex $56,190  $35,880  $0  $92,070  
RES3B Multi Family Dwelling - 3-4 Units $40,590  $28,070  $0  $68,660  
RES3C Multi Family Dwelling - 5-9 Units $60,290  $39,600  $0  $99,890  
RES3D Multi Family Dwelling - 10-19 Units $34,130  $18,500  $0  $52,630  
RES3F Multi Family Dwelling - 20-49 Units $903,420  $593,400  $0  $1,496,820  
RES4 Temporary Lodging $13,000  $16,600  $0  $29,600  
    Total $8,561,560  $4,154,990  $0  $12,716,550  




Mapping Priority Acquisition Areas  
Properties that have or are expected to experience flood depths at 3 feet or more are 
candidates for property acquisition. Past flooding information, such as flood claims, along with 
estimated flood depths can be used to demonstrate the benefit of buying a property. However, 
these data are not always available in a readily usable format. The data generated by this risk 
assessment can be used to identify and prioritize properties to mitigate. As an example, a 
summary of properties inundated during the 1% annual chance event is presented in Tables 7a 
and 7b for the City of Ottawa and Peoria County, respectively. For the City of Ottawa, the high 
school was not included in the results shown in Table 7a. The 1% annual chance flood losses 
include the building, contents, and inventory. Building cost was determined as described in the 
Building Attributes for Hazus Analysis section. Flood losses of 1% may be higher than building 
costs in some cases because the contents and inventory are included in the losses. The contents 
and inventory of the structure are not factored into the building cost because these items are 
assumed to remain in the custody of the original owner if the property is acquired during a 
buyout program. The spatial data can be used to locate clusters of high-risk structures.   
Table 7a. City of Ottawa (Excluding Ottawa Township High School) 1% Annual Chance Flood Losses and Estimated 
Building Costs (2017 Dollars) 










Below -2 feet 12 $39,360  $4,353,111  
 -1.99 - 0 feet 9 $196,860  $14,063,996  
0.01 - 0.5 feet 5 $152,310  $1,516,117  
0.51 - 1 feet 2 $99,210  $321,542  
1.01 - 1.5 feet 1 $335,620  $559,950  
1.51 - 2 feet 1 $41,390  $108,588  
2.01 - 3 feet 4 $285,000  $485,611  
3.01 - 4 feet 4 $749,160  $958,642  
4.01 - 5 feet 1 $361,570  $310,063  
5.01 - 6 feet 0 N/A N/A 
Over 6.01 feet 3 $228,900  $281,524  





Table 7b. Ottawa Township High School 1% Annual Chance Flood Losses and Estimated Building Costs (2017 
Dollars) 
Ottawa Township High School 








Below -2 feet 0 N/A N/A 
 -1.99 - 0 feet 0 N/A N/A 
0.01 - 0.5 feet 0 N/A N/A 
0.51 - 1 feet 0 N/A N/A 
1.01 - 1.5 feet 0 N/A N/A 
1.51 - 2 feet 0 N/A N/A 
2.01 - 3 feet 1 $1,636,420  $2,773,386  
3.01 - 4 feet 1 $2,859,780  $4,284,403  
4.01 - 5 feet 1 $6,592,120  $8,511,426  
5.01 - 6 feet 0 N/A N/A 
Over 6.01 feet 1 $1,631,540  $1,960,497  




Table 7c. Peoria County 1% Annual Chance Flood Losses and Estimated Buyout Value (2017 Dollars) 
Peoria County 





Losses Building Cost 
Below -2 feet 176 $980,640  $25,830,910  
 -1.99 - 0 feet 201 $1,854,630  $23,987,149  
0.01 - 0.5 feet 53 $1,207,730  $6,256,758  
0.51 - 1 feet 57 $2,991,980  $7,325,377  
1.01 - 1.5 feet 40 $6,408,460  $14,094,342  
1.51 - 2 feet 37 $1,738,700  $3,431,887  
2.01 - 3 feet 83 $9,383,920  $12,653,483  
3.01 - 4 feet 68 $7,911,240  $7,747,009  
4.01 - 5 feet 48 $77,811,210  $61,196,121  
5.01 - 6 feet 36 $12,990,490  $12,194,590  
Over 6.01 feet 93 $84,846,440  $49,147,979  




Comparison of LiDAR and Field Survey Elevation Data 
 
Accurate building elevation data are important for estimates on the impacts of flooding. 
Professional licensed land surveyors collected these data for most of the structures analyzed in 
this project. Crews were sent to measure each structure’s first floor elevation (FFE), low entry 
(of water) elevation (LEE), and low entry ground elevation (LEG). Collection of field survey 
elevations can be costly. Thus, an investigation of differences in the data between the field 
survey data and elevations interpreted from LiDAR and differences in the results for the risk 
assessment was conducted. The results of these comparisons are reported in this section. Because 
some pieces of information were not available for every structure, these comparisons were made 
based on subsets of the full dataset. Three different comparisons were performed. 
The ability to use LiDAR data coupled with building footprints to estimate the LEG was 
examined. The LEG from the survey was compared with the structure elevation at grade 
estimated from the intersection of the building footprint (polygon) and the Digital Terrain Model 
(DTM) created from the LiDAR data.  
 
In the Hazus model, the first floor height (FFH) is not an elevation, but instead is the 
distance between the first floor and the ground. The height is calculated, or a default value based 
on foundation type may be used. The FFH is calculated using survey data points as FFH = FFE - 
LEG. Hazus has a default option that uses a typical FFH based on foundation type, as shown in 
Table 3. A comparison was performed between the FFH calculated from the survey elevations 
and the default FFH from Hazus tables.   
The effect of using the default FFH on the resulting losses for structures was examined. A 
comparison was made between the Hazus calculated losses using the FFH from survey 
elevations and the Hazus default FFH values based on the foundation types shown in Table 3.   
    
Methods of Obtaining Structure Elevations from LiDAR 
Statistics for the LEG were generated from the LiDAR for every structure in the sample. 
The LiDAR elevations were extracted using several methods and the results were compared with 
the surveyed elevations. Elevation values for the Peoria County structures were derived from the 
Peoria County LiDAR (February 2012) in a raster format with a 3.5-foot cell size (e.g. 3.5 feet 
by 3.5 feet); values for the City of Ottawa were derived from the Ottawa area LiDAR (2012), 
also in a raster format with a 5-foot cell size. In January 2019, high-resolution LiDAR for 
LaSalle County with a 1.5-foot raster cell size became available. These high-resolution data 
collected in 2017 were used to compare structure elevations and Hazus loss estimations. The 
vertical Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is calculated based on a set of ground survey points 
compared with the calibrated LiDAR return; the RMSE is not the expected error of any given 
grid cell elevation. Building footprint polygons were supplied by Peoria County. The Peoria 
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County building footprints were originally compiled 
in 2008 and were updated in 2012 using 
orthophotography from spring 2011. The City of 
Ottawa building footprints were provided by the City 
of Ottawa and are based on aerial photography from 
2003. A discussion of building footprint derivation is 
provided in Appendix 2.  
Elevation values were determined at the 
intersection of the building polygon and the raster 
cells derived from the LiDAR data. Elevations were 
also determined at a buffered distance from the 
building polygons. A buffer was used to offset any 
potential inaccuracies in the building footprint and to 
capture low elevations in the cell size of the 
respective elevation raster. A 5-foot buffer was used 
for the City of Ottawa’s 2012 data and a 1.5-foot 
buffer was used for the 2017 data in Ottawa; for 
Peoria, a 3.5-foot buffer was used. This distance is 
consistent with the cell size of their respective rasters. 
The vertices for both the original building footprint 
and the buffered version were densified, creating a 
vertex at least every 5 feet for the Ottawa 2012 data, 
1.5 feet for the Ottawa 2017 data, and every 3.5 feet 
for Peoria so that each individual raster cell along the 
perimeter could be intersected by a vertex and used in 
the analysis. Figure 7 shows an illustration of the building footprint polygons and vertices. Using 




RMSE measures the error between two 
datasets. It compares a predicted value and an 
observed or known value. It is also known as 
Root Mean Square Deviation and is one of the 
most widely used statistics in GIS.  RMSE 
quantifies the  differences between a set of 
values and the actual values and is typically 
used to compare LiDAR data to ground truthing 
survey data. The smaller the RMSE value, the 
closer the predicted and observed values. 
 
Where  
P = predicted value and    
O = observed (measured) value for the i-th      
point, and  
n = number of points  
 





Figure 7.  Building footprint illustration 
 
Zonal Method 
The zonal statistics method uses Esri’s zonal statistics tool. The tool calculates individual 
statistics based on a bounding feature class. In this case, the statistics were the building footprints 
and the buffered version. With this tool, all raster cells that intersect a building polygon will be 
used to generate the average ground height and to find the lowest ground height for that 
particular building. 
Vertices Method 
In the vertices method, each individual vertex of the building’s footprint or that of the 
buffered building’s footprint are assigned the nearest raster cell value. Statistics are then 
generated from these values for each individual structure. With the vertices method, only the 
raster cell values nearest the edge of the building or its buffered version are taken into account 
when generating statistics. 
 
Structure Low Elevation at Ground (LEG) Comparison  
Minimum elevations from both geospatial methods were compared with the LEG 
elevations that were acquired from standard surveying practices. A difference was computed by 
subtracting the survey LEG from the LiDAR estimates; for example, a positive difference means 
that the LiDAR estimate was higher than the survey LEG. The comparison of LEG and 
interpolated elevations from LiDAR is based on a sample of 98 structures in the City of Ottawa 
and 1396 structures in Peoria County where there are survey measurements of the LEG. Basic 
statistical analyses were performed. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) was computed for the 




Results from using the buffered footprints to 
estimate the ground elevation had larger RMSEs for all 
datasets. 
  Additional statistical parameters 
were computed for the differences between 
the survey LEG and the estimated structure 
minimum ground elevation using the 
vertices method. These parameters are 
presented in Table 9. Figures 8 and 9 show 
the histograms of the differences for Ottawa and Peoria data comparisons, respectively. Even 
though the sample was much smaller for the Ottawa data, the higher resolution LiDAR did yield 
statistically better LEG estimates. Several factors would influence the results, including the 
accuracy of the building footprints for the two areas, which is unknown, and the relatively 
steeper topography found in the Peoria area floodplain versus most of the Ottawa area.   
 












RMSE (ft.) RMSE (ft.) RMSE (ft.) 
 
Method 
   
Method Description 
Vertices Minimum 1.19 1.55 1.75 The lowest ground elevation for a 
building using the vertices method 
Zonal Minimum 1.56 1.59 1.73 The lowest ground elevation for a 
building using the zonal method 
Vertices Buffer 
Minimum 
1.33 2.00 2.34 The lowest ground elevation for a 




1.65 1.88 2.13 The lowest ground elevation for a 




The Peoria data RMSE was the smallest using the 
zonal method, but the zonal and vertices methods 
yielded similar results. 
Ottawa 2017 LiDAR 
Based on comparisons with the Ottawa high-
resolution 2017 LiDAR, the vertices method 




  Table 9.  Descriptive Statistics for LiDAR Elevations from the  
  Vertices Method Compared with Survey Data (feet) 
 
Ottawa area (2017 
LiDAR)  
Peoria area 
Mean -0.57 -0.96 
Median -0.34 -0.58 




Range 12.26 47.55 
Minimum -10.38 -15.31 
Maximum 1.89 32.25 
Count 98 1396 
 
 
Figure 8.  Vertices method for structure elevation minimum compared with survey LEG, 
























Figure 9.  Vertices method for structure elevation minimum compared with survey LEG, 




Comparison of First Floor Height (FFH) 
The FFH is an important factor input to the Hazus analyses. According to a 2008 study by 
Shrestha that investigated the sensitivity of input parameters to Hazus, “Six model parameters 
(square footage of the building, building age, construction types, foundation types, first floor 
heights, and the number of stories in the building) were assessed for their impacts on flood losses 
using the Hazus user defined and aggregate flood-loss models.” It was found that “The 
foundation types and its associated first floor heights and number of stories in the building were 
found to substantially impact flood-loss estimates using the Hazus flood-loss modeling tool” 
(Shrestha, 2014). The effect of using a field survey for FFH versus default values was explored 
with the available data.  
Surveyed elevations were reported to the tenth of a foot; however, these values were 
rounded to a whole foot for use as FFHs in Hazus. FFH values that were determined from 
surveyed elevations were calculated by subtracting the low entry ground (LEG) from the first 
floor elevation (FFE), and then these values were rounded to the nearest foot for use in Hazus. 
The calculated FFE-LEG was rounded to the nearest whole foot by rounding up for fractional 
values of 0.5 and higher and rounding down for 0.4 and lower. The rounded values were input to 
the survey FFH.     
Hazus default FFH values are based on the foundation type of the structure. These default 
values are found in the Hazus Flood Model Technical Manual and are shown in Table 3.  




















year the structure was built, with Post-FIRM values used for structures built in 1970 or later. 
Correctly identifying the foundation type is important. However, the foundation type is not 
always provided in assessors’ data and may not be identified correctly by surveyors in the field. 
This unknown factor can cause a less accurate estimation of the FFH of a building based on 
default values. The Street View feature in Google Maps was used to help identify the foundation 
type when this information was unavailable from the assessors’ data. This process is time-
consuming, and it is not always possible to determine the foundation type from the photos. At the 
time of this project, the City of Ottawa had very limited Street View coverage. Coverage in 
Peoria County was much more extensive, and most structures had a Street View. Also, the 
surveyor photos did not always capture the foundation type.  
Comparative statistics of the difference between the calculated and rounded FFH values 
and the default values based on foundation type are reported in Table 10 for the Ottawa and 
Peoria samples. The comparison of calculated FFH and default values is based on a sample of 96 
structures in the City of Ottawa and 1384 structures in Peoria County where both the FFE and 
LEG were available from the field survey. Histograms showing the difference between the 
rounded survey FFH minus the default FFH for the Ottawa and Peoria samples are shown in 
Figure 10 and Figure 11, respectively.  
   In the Ottawa sample, for which less structure information could be readily determined, 
the survey data reveal many structures with 
FFHs greater than the default values. Thus, in 
the Hazus analysis, the comparative depth of 
flood and expected losses will be greater using 
default values.  
The most frequently occurring number of 
-1 in the Peoria sample indicates that the default 
values tend to be higher than those derived from the survey data. In the Hazus calculations, FFHs 
using default values are higher and would result 
in a lower depth of flooding used in the damage 
calculations. Thus, lower damages would result 
using the default FFH. The histograms show the 
wide dispersion of the differences. Inspection of 
the data points indicates the largest differences 
tend to occur for buildings that have an FFH of 








Ottawa Hazus Sample 
Structures with surveyed FFH values greater than 
default values show greater flood depths and 
expected economic losses when using default 
values. 
Peoria Hazus Sample 
Structures with surveyed FFH values less than 
default values show lower flood depths and 




Table 10.  Comparative Statistics for FFH Methods, 
Rounded FFH from Survey Minus Default FFH (feet) 
Statistic Ottawa Sample Peoria Sample 
Mean 2.06 -0.14 
Standard Error 0.36 0.06 
Median 1 -1 
Mode -1 -1 
Standard   
Deviation 
3.57 2.35 
Range 14 22 
Minimum -4 -7 
Maximum 10 15 





















Figure 11.  Comparison of FFH methods, Peoria sample 
 
Comparison of Risk Assessment Results 
To help determine the impact of the first floor height (FFH) when calculating flood losses 
in Hazus, two separate analyses were performed. The same building inventory was used in both 
analyses and the only difference was in how the FFH was populated. The first analysis used the 
FFH computed from the survey elevations, rounded to the nearest whole foot, and the second 
analysis used the default FFH based on foundation type. In the City of Ottawa, 60 structures 
show losses using the survey data and 64 structures show losses using the default values for 
FFH. In Peoria County, 1170 structures show losses using the survey data and 1179 structures 
show losses using the default values for FFH. 
Results for the two Hazus analyses of flood damages are presented in Tables 11a and 11b 
for the City of Ottawa and Peoria County, respectively. The Hazus loss comparison reported in 
Tables 11a and 11b includes only those properties with complete survey measurements and loss 
results. As expected from comparing the FFH based on survey data and FFH default values, the 
losses using default values are much higher for the City of Ottawa sample. Results for the 
Ottawa Township High School complex were omitted from Table 11a. For Peoria County, 
however, the results are higher for the structures where the FFH was calculated from survey data.   
An inspection of the differences in average annualized loss (AAL) estimates for 
individual structures in the Peoria samples provides insight regarding the error introduced using 
default FFH. Figure 12 shows a histogram of the differences in AAL computed for the 1179 
structures in Peoria. The difference is relatively small for most structures, but for nearly 100 
structures, the differences are greater than $10,000. The results of comparing estimated damages 











Difference, Rounded  FFH Survey Data minus Default Value FFH (feet) 
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histogram of the difference in estimated damages for a sample of 744 structures in the Peoria 
County that are within the 1% annual chance floodplain.  
 
Table 11a. Default and Survey Flood Damage, City of Ottawa 










Difference of Default Losses to 
Survey Losses 





Total Losses 10% 
Annual Chance 
Flood 
2 Survey $111,210      
3 Default $124,720  $13,510  12.15% 
Total Losses 4% 
Annual Chance 
Flood 
8 Survey $351,150      
10 Default $325,900  -$25,250 -7.19% 
Total Losses 2% 
Annual Chance 
Flood 
19 Survey $1,185,290      
22 Default $2,825,310  $1,640,020  138.36% 
Total Losses 1% 
Annual Chance 
Flood 
27 Survey $1,797,900      
30 Default $8,994,880  $7,196,980  400.30% 
Total Losses 0.2% 
Annual Chance 
Flood 
60 Survey $16,720,080      
64 Default $19,507,470  $2,787,390  16.67% 
Total Losses 
Average Annualized 
60 Survey $151,810      
















Difference of Default Losses and 
Survey Losses 
    Difference 
(Dollars) 
Percent of Survey 
Loss Total 
Total Losses 10% 
Annual Chance 
Flood 
263 Survey $25,454,510      
262 Default $20,307,400  -$5,147,110 20.22% 
Total Losses 4% 
Annual Chance 
Flood 
436 Survey $76,822,730      
420 Default $54,025,490  -$22,797,240 29.68% 
Total Losses 2% 
Annual Chance 
Flood 
574 Survey $116,179,180      
570 Default $95,590,950  -$20,588,230 17.72% 
Total Losses 1% 
Annual Chance 
Flood 
760 Survey $150,866,300      
744 Default $135,927,470  -$14,938,830 9.90% 
Total Losses 0.2% 
Annual Chance 
Flood 
1170 Survey $247,100,130      




1170 Survey $8,421,820      








   
 
Figure 12.  Peoria sample of 1242 structures, difference in the AAL computed using FFH 




   
 
Figure 13. Peoria sample of 744 structures, difference in the estimated damages for 
1% annual chance, even computed using FHH from survey data minus the damages 


























1% Annual Chance Flood 
(Damages computed using survey data minus 
damages computed using default parameters)
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Benefits and Uses of Flood Risk Data 
 
Data from this flood risk assessment can inform community mitigation efforts by 
identifying the location of and quantifying future potential flood losses, thereby showing where 
flood mitigation actions may produce the highest return on investment. The information and data 
created through this project also provide tools to communities in the study area to advance 
several strategies identified in the State of Illinois Hazard Mitigation Plan, such as developing 
flood risk educational materials for public outreach. 
 
Hotspot Analysis Maps 
Using a hotspot analysis on the structure-based flood loss datasets can highlight areas 
where higher losses are concentrated. Hotspot areas in the City of Ottawa and Peoria County are 
shown in Figures 14 and 15, respectively. The hotspots show areas where the average annualized 
losses are higher, as well as where there are clusters. The map for the City of Ottawa excludes 
Ottawa Township High School, OSF Saint Elizabeth Medical Center, and the YMCA to focus 
more on residential and commercial properties.  
 
 








Hazard Mitigation  
According to FEMA, hazard mitigation is the effort to reduce loss of life and property by 
lessening the impact of disasters (https://www.fema.gov/hazard-mitigation-planning). Flood risk 
assessment data are essential for hazard mitigation planning activities, including developing 
mitigation strategies and completing the risk and vulnerability assessment. To reduce risk in a 
community, there needs to be a clear picture of the physical and financial impacts of potential 
floods. Once the impacts of flooding to homes, businesses, critical facilities, and other 
infrastructure are determined, targeted actions can be planned. 
A structure-specific risk assessment based on up-to-date, relevant, and spatially accurate 
data is an effective tool for decision makers and aids in prioritizing flood mitigation objectives 
and actions. Mitigation options can be prioritized using the specific-structure-based flood risk 
data, such as first floor height, flood depth, percent damage, and building details. These attributes 
can help determine the best action for a property or group of properties, including flood-
proofing, relocation, elevation, and demolition of at-risk properties.  
 
Selecting Mitigation Options 
Flood risk assessment data are useful for a multitude of mitigation applications. When 
flood risks can be easily aggregated and quantified for multiple scenarios, the data can be scaled 
for different purposes. Information on a subwatershed level can be used to target mitigation 
strategies that may modify the floods themselves, using flood and stormwater management 
approaches such as retention, detention, and green infrastructure. At a per-structure basis, the 
data can be used to determine the cost effectiveness of different mitigation options modifying the 
susceptibility and impact of flooding in the community. These project data can help to identify 
areas where flood mitigation activities are most needed, especially combined with other flood 
loss data, such as repetitive loss properties. Using these datasets together can help to identify 
locations where at-risk property buyouts can strategically occur throughout the community. 
Flood risk assessment data can also be used to compare two or more mitigation options in 
a specified flood-prone area to help select the more effective and appropriate action. In addition, 
information can be used to identify flood risk “hotspots” so decision makers better understand 
the flood risks in their communities. The data can also be used to evaluate whether the adoption 
of a new building code would be effective or how cost-effective flood-proofing measures may 
be. 
Frequently, a structure that floods many times during a lower-magnitude event can 
accumulate more damage than during a single high-magnitude flooding event. The average 
annualized loss number reflects this situation. A structure subject to frequent damage from 






Evaluating Cost-Effectiveness of Potential Mitigation Projects 
FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Assistance (HMA) programs require projects to be cost-
effective for eligibility. Cost-effectiveness is evaluated through the FEMA Benefit-Cost Analysis 
(BCA) modules or others that have received FEMA’s prior approval. Several different BCA 
modules address flood risk.  
The depth grids will significantly help with project screening and development of a BCA. 
For example, areas that are subject to damage by more frequent floods, such as the 10% annual 
chance flood, generally make better candidates for meeting the cost-effectiveness requirements 
of HMA programs. Multiple return frequency flood depths for specific properties may also be 
useful in supplementing data required to develop a BCA using FEMA’s BCA flood module, such 
as predicting future losses at different return frequencies in the absence of historical damages. 
The results of loss estimates in this project may alert community officials and planners to areas 
that merit a full-scale BCA to evaluate cost-effectiveness. 
 
Comprehensive Planning and Future Land Use Planning  
These datasets can be useful for informing community planning strategies and actions 
beyond hazard mitigation plans and floodplain mapping. The Flood Depth Grid datasets depict 
different types of high-risk areas that could help inform land use and comprehensive planning 
decisions to guide development to areas away from flood hazards. Additionally, communities can 
use these datasets to revise zoning codes and subdivision regulations to only allow appropriate 
land uses in high-hazard areas.  
Development decisions can also be influenced by information gained from Flood Depth 
and Analysis Grids, which may provide new insight as to the potential flood recurrence and 
severity in a given area. Datasets, such as the Flood Depth and Analysis Grids, show relative risk 
within the mapped floodplain and can be used to make knowledgeable site-location decisions 
when floodplain development is proposed. 
 
Building Code Requirements 
The risk assessment data can help building officials, property owners, and developers 
understand the elevation requirements for specific sites according to local flood damage 
prevention ordinances and/or building codes. Data also improve the ability to identify areas 
requiring the use of flood-resilient designs and construction materials.  
 
Community Investment (Capital Improvement Planning)  
Flood risk data can also be used to formulate community budgets and capital 
expenditures including infrastructure, such as drainage system and road upgrades. If a 
community is evaluating maintenance or repair needs for a road or developing new infrastructure 
in a previously undeveloped area (e.g. new roads, water, and sewer services), the community can 
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consult the data sets to determine if a higher flood risk mitigation standard is needed for 
construction or reconstruction. For example, knowing the depth of flooding from multi-
frequency flood events at various locations could influence siting of future infrastructure. These 
datasets could also help guide strategic infrastructure investment and the resulting future land use 
in rapidly growing areas. 
 
Floodplain Management and Community Rating System  
Flood risk data can be used to justify an investment in resources to manage the risk 
through programs such as the Community Rating System (CRS), which provides financial 
incentives for participation. The CRS program assigns credit points to many activities, including 
public information and flood damage-reduction activities (e.g. floodplain management planning, 
acquisition/relocation of flood-prone properties, and flood protection projects). Flood risk 
assessments show details of potential future flood losses for critical facilities using Hazus. If the 
community used this information and determined there were a need to adopt a more stringent 
flood protection standard for critical facilities, they could receive CRS credit points following 
adoption. Each accumulation of credit points that improves a community’s CRS class rating 
results in a greater premium reduction for all the community’s National Flood Insurance 
Program (NFIP) policy holders. 
Additional CRS credit is available for communities that develop a public information 
strategy and make a special effort to contact residents and property owners in hazardous areas. 
To receive this credit, communities collect or prepare fact sheets and case studies; hold special 
events such as “flood awareness week”; give workshops to nonprofit organizations, professional 
associations, or the general public; or conduct similar activities. Additional information on the 
CRS program can be obtained from the State NFIP coordinating agency or community floodplain 
administrator. 
 
Public Outreach  
Education and outreach to inform the public, property owners, decision makers, design 
professionals, educators, and developers about their community’s hazards are important to garner 
support for mitigation. By continually communicating with and engaging the public on flood risk 
issues, citizens can be more aware of the risks they face, what they can do about it, and actions 
the community is taking to reduce those risks. A public outreach plan can include in-person 
meetings, a public information website, information fact sheets, and other resources. The 
structure-specific risk assessment provides data in a convenient format for mailing property-
specific risk profiles that communicate the risk that each property owner faces.  Figure 16 shows 
an example of the information available for a structure. The Microsoft Project database format 
designed by ISWS has been prepared to create these property-specific risk assessment result 
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handouts. Engaging the public builds support necessary to further identify and fund mitigation 
projects. 
 











Structure data collected and created over the course of this project were compiled into an 
ArcGIS file geodatabase for each project area. This flood risk assessment database consists of the 
following elements:  
• Structures 
o Point feature class 
o Populated with the building inventory, including the location and attributes of 
all structures included in the analysis for each project area 
• DataSources 
o File geodatabase table 
o Contains the source used for each attribute of the building inventory in the 
structures feature class  
• Flood_Risk 
o File geodatabase table 
o Structure-by-structure results of the Hazus analysis for each annual chance 
flood scenario and average annualized loss 
• Survey 
o File geodatabase table 
o Elevations and pictures for each surveyed structure 
 
The structures feature class is related to each of the three tables via one-to-many 
relationship classes. Thus, all tables can be linked to the building inventory using the foreign key 
field. Field descriptions of the database are shown in the data dictionary included when 
downloading the database from the Structures at Flood Risk (SAFR) website detailed below. The 
GIS data can be viewed spatially or in a tabular format and integrated with standard data 
management systems. The depth and analysis raster grids are stored in their own separate file 
geodatabases.  
A copy of these databases can be downloaded via the password-protected SAFR website 
(http://illinoisfloodmaps.org/structureriskassessment/FloodRiskDB/). The SAFR website is a 
work in progress and updates may be made in the future. 
  
Website 
At this time, the Structures at Flood Risk (SAFR) website is password protected, and we 
ask communities to selectively pass on this information. The website and password were sent to 
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the chief executive officer, floodplain manager, and other community officials from communities 
included in these study areas.   
The information contained in this analysis is sensitive and technical, and so it may be 
misconstrued as harmful or potentially misinterpreted by the public. Ensuring access to this 
information through a floodplain manager or knowledgeable official helps citizens to understand 
the information and learn the steps they can take to reduce their flood risk. 
The site provides information to community officials and employees in Illinois regarding 
the flood risk for specific properties in the floodplain. The information includes:  
• Flood depth grids including 0.2%, 1%, 2%, 4%, 10% annual chance flood events 
• Estimated damages from 0.2%, 1%, 2%, 4%, 10% annual chance flood events (in 
2017 dollars) 
• Damages estimated, including building damage percentage and content losses (in 
2017 dollars) 
• Average annualized losses (in 2017 dollars) 
• Surveyed elevations for buildings in the project area (if available), including first 
floor elevation, low entry elevation, and low entry ground 
• Photos of properties that survey crews have taken 
• Flood risk, including the percent annual chance of flooding for the structure and the 
percent chance of flooding over 30 years 
 
 Depending on availability, project-wide datasets can be downloaded by choosing desired 
data settings from the available options:  
 
Data Available:  
  • Structures = data for structures selected for flood risk analysis 
• Survey Photos = photos from surveys of structures selected for flood risk 
analysis 
  • Depth/Analysis Grids = grids created from flood risk analysis  
 Extent:  
  • Project Database or All Photos in County = all data available within a county 
  • Selected Structures = data on structures manually selected by the user 
Data Format:  
  • GDB = GIS Data within a File Geodatabase  
  • SHP = GIS Data as a Shapefile  
  • CSV = Tabular Data as a CSV (comma-delimited)  
  • JPG/PNG = Image files (photos) 
 
Selected data most relevant to flood risk can be viewed on the SAFR web application. All 
information is available in the data for downloading on the website. All survey data available are 
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contained in the structure download option. An FAQ section is available to help answer questions 
regarding the site or information contained on the site. New datasets are being developed, 
including datasets created in partnership with other agencies, such as the Illinois Department of 
Natural Resources (IDNR) and the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). Additional data and 




Potential Protocol Revisions for Future Assessments 
 
The methodology for future risk assessment projects may be revised based on the 
findings of this report, as well as the research performed during the project. Areas of refinement 
include building cost estimation, selecting structures for the analysis, and the cost-effectiveness 
of using survey data for a Hazus risk assessment analysis.  
The goal in refining the process is to find a cost-effective method that enables flood risk 
assessments to be completed statewide while preserving the precision in hopes of maintaining 
data accuracy. Given the objective of completing risk assessments statewide, these process 
revisions could accelerate the production of such a dataset.  
 
Surveyed Elevations for First Floor Height (FFH) 
Considering alternative methods to determine first floor height (FFH) may be valuable 
for future flood risk assessments. Surveys are the best-known way to create an accurate FFH 
value, but they are costly and time-consuming and can greatly increase the length of a project. A 
more cost-effective approach in deriving FFHs would increase project efficiency and may lead to 
additional funding for more projects. For analysis, Hazus rounds the values for the FFH to the 
half foot. The increased accuracy and precision that professional surveys provide may not be 
justified if the main purpose of a project is to create a risk assessment. 
An alternative to surveying could be using highly accurate LiDAR-based DTMs to create 
a LEG, as described in the Methods of Obtaining Structure Elevations from LiDAR section of this 
report. This LiDAR-based LEG could be used in conjunction with quick, approximate elevations 
collected in the initial stages of the project. This effort could involve a small technical crew using 
measuring equipment to collect the FFHs of structures within the project area. These elevations 
may not meet the same standards as those collected by professional surveying crews, but they 
would be much more cost-effective.   
Another method would be to omit collecting elevations altogether and rely on structure 
photos or Google Street View to estimate the FFH of a structure. This could include looking at 
features of a structure that have a known, or assumed, height to create the FFH estimate. 
Examples include counting the steps leading up to the front door or using outside equipment, 
such as an air conditioning unit, that is flush to the side of a structure.  Standardization of the 
step rise in building codes makes counting steps up to a first floor a relatively accurate method 
for estimating FFH.  
Another option is to use the default FFH provided by Hazus based on the foundation type 
of the structure. This method is the most inaccurate, as it relies on assumptions as opposed to 
community-specific data and is subject to error if the foundation type of the structure is incorrect 
because of the lack of information or a data-entry error. This is, however, the fastest and least 




Structure Selection for Surveys 
For this project, floodplains from FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) were used 
for the initial structure identification and selection because of the time required to complete 
survey data collection. The depth grids developed for this project were derived from topographic 
data that are newer and more refined than that used to create the floodplains shown on the 
FIRMs. As such, the floodplain extents in this project differ from that on the FIRMs. Using the 
FIRM floodplain extents to select structures for survey in the project area led to a general 
underestimation of how many structures were impacted by the flood depth grids developed in the 
City of Ottawa. Also, some structures selected for survey were not affected by the modeled flood 
event. No survey data were collected for structures not included in the initial development of the 
study area but were later considered at risk because of the data development. These structures 
were added to the flood risk assessment and the FFH was determined by other means, as 
documented in this report.     
Finalizing flood depth grid extents before selecting structures for the survey leads to a 
more accurate count of buildings at risk for a flood. Ideally, the flood risk data used for analysis 
are the same data used to select structures at risk in the study area.    
 
Building Cost 
The method used in this project consisted of obtaining the assessed building value 
provided by project area assessment offices and multiplying it by three to estimate a fair market 
value (FMV) for the structure. This estimated FMV was used to represent the replacement cost 
of the structure. For structures that did not have an assessed building value listed in the assessors’ 
database, an estimate was used, based on the RSMeans square foot construction costs, which 
were based on the occupancy type of the structure. Building costs derived from the RSMeans 
construction cost values are usually significantly higher than similar structures using the 
estimated FMV. This leads to similar structures with very different values, possibly causing some 
structures to receive greater priority for mitigation based on these higher loss values.   
A potential solution would be to use the RSMeans construction cost values to calculate 
the building cost for all structures. Assessors’ data, when available, would be used to determine 
the characteristics of each structure. These data include square footage which would be essential 
for an accurate calculation of building costs, as the RSMeans costs are represented as cost per 
square foot. Although this method would solve the problem of inconsistent valuations of similar 
structures, it comes with its own set of limitations. Misclassifications of occupancy type or 
inadequate depreciation approaches could result in valuation errors (Shultz, 2017). The 
occupancy types with associated RSMeans values available in Hazus are limited, so the potential 
for structures to be misclassified is significant. A solution could be to gain access to a better 
source for RSMeans values that would contain a greater number of occupancy types. Although 





The software Hazus, developed by FEMA, was used to complete the risk analysis for this 
project. Hazus is a powerful risk assessment software that comes with nationwide data to 
facilitate out-of-the-box risk analysis. Running a more detailed and higher-level analysis in 
Hazus may introduce some uncertainty in the data by using half-foot intervals for the first floor 
height and flood depths, as well as re-projecting the depth grids. Re-projecting may cause a small 
shift in the horizontal location of the grid, causing a shift in the depth value at a certain location.  
The Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) ArcGIS® 
Python® Script Alternative (hereafter, “script”) is intended to complement a structure-level 
Hazus analysis of flood risk by providing rapid estimates of damage to a building, content, and 
inventory, building debris, and building repair/replacement times for a given flood depth grid or 
set of flood depth grids (Bauer, 2018). 
To preserve precision and maintain accuracy moving forward, the script developed by the 
DOGAMI will be prioritized to run the loss analysis. The DOGAMI script accepts height and 





Observations and Recommendations 
Structure-specific risk assessments provide more accurate information used to evaluate 
mitigation options. The scalable loss analysis provides numbers that can be used to explore 
mitigation projects at the property, neighborhood, community, or county level. The GIS 
geodatabase products provide a powerful tool to explore the data using various scenarios, 
particularly to explore mitigation opportunity hotspots.  
Risk assessment analyses have many inputs and their associated sources of uncertainty. 
These sources include the skill of the models used to estimate flood elevations; the resolution of 
the topographic data (e.g. LiDAR cell size and quality level); the structure-specific information, 
including the geospatial building footprint; and most decidedly, the information used to 
determine the depth of flooding above the first floor and the depth damage curves used to 
estimate losses. Considering these uncertainties, a priority should be to maintain precision in 
hopes of preserving accuracy. 
Reducing the time and cost to collect the data needed for a flood loss analysis while 
keeping an appropriate level of accuracy would support the goal of having property-level 
structure-specific risk assessments completed statewide. Once completed, these assessments 
would be a useful screening tool for mitigation projects throughout the state. Given the objective 
of completing statewide risk assessments, the recommendations in this report would accelerate 
the production of such a dataset.  
Based on the data analyses for the two project areas, there appears to be promise in 
estimating low-ground elevation for structures from building footprints. Deriving this 
information from geospatial data would reduce the cost and time necessary to collect field survey 
data.  
The estimation of the first floor height above grade (FFH) has a significant impact on 
damage calculations. This information can be derived from photos or minimal field 
reconnaissance to measure the FFH above observed low ground. Deriving ground elevations 
from LiDAR and FFH from photos of structures would eliminate the need to collect survey data 
and would give accurate enough results for use at the state level as a screening tool for mitigation 
areas of interest. Communities that have demonstrated interest and commitment would be 
prioritized for survey data collection, as mitigation and buyout projects are more likely to occur 
in communities that are active and engaged in floodplain management.  
The Structures at Flood Risk (SAFR) website has limited exposure since it is password 
protected and, given the uncertainty of the resulting cost estimates, this may be prudent. 
However, a public website is preferable for educating residents about their flood risk. A website 
that serves specific data and possibly delivers risk estimates with strong caveats or as a percent 
of building value should be developed. Examples of other publicly hosted flood risk assessment 
datasets are from Iowa (https://iowafloodcenter.org), North Carolina (https://fris.nc.gov), Florida 
(also https://fris.nc.gov), and the US Army Corps of Engineers’ National Levee Database 
(https://levees.sec.usace.army.mil).   
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Methods that reduce the costs and time necessary to develop structure-specific risk 
assessments should be explored and employed to expand the geographical coverage of the SAFR 
website. The previous section offers potential protocol revisions for future assessments.  
Establishing metadata and protocols for risk assessment data provided through the SAFR 
website is timely. Arranging an agreement between agencies on where the data and website will 
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Building footprints represent the perimeter outline of each building, with a description of 
the size, shape, and location of its foundation. Building footprints data have applications in 
various kinds of research, especially in risk analysis. For instance, building footprints assist in 
testing the building location and footprint against flood extents and other hazards, allowing 
people to accurately locate, analyze, and visualize risk exposure. 
 
A dataset has been prepared that contains building footprints derived from high-
resolution digital elevation models from LiDAR. The building footprints were created by 
extracting points with Classification 6 buildings of the Illinois LiDAR LAS-format files using 
the LP360 software. LP360 includes Point Cloud Tasks (PCTs) for performing building 
classification and extraction from a point cloud. The spatial coordinate system is NAD1983 
(EPSG: 4269). Data are available for the 36 counties in Illinois listed in Table 1 and shown in 
Figure 1, whose LiDAR collection dates range between 2012 and 2017. Counties with data 
before 2012 are not included in this dataset because they did not include Classification 6 
buildings, and counties with LiDAR data after 2017 were not available at the time of processing. 
  
Table 1. Available Counties Data with Year and File Size 
 
County Year File Size (bytes) County Year 
File Size 
(bytes) 
CASS 2017 3,133,188 HARDIN 2014 1,466,228 
GREENE 2017 4,279,964 JACKSON 2014 9,647,748 
HANCOCK 2017 6,709,452 KANKAKEE 2014 16,228,252 
MACOUPIN 2017 11,907,476 MADISON 2014 43,203,956 
MONTGOMERY 2017 7,889,312 PERRY 2014 5,546,236 
BOND 2015 4,314,676  POPE 2014 2,212,500 
BUREAU 2015 8,831,960 WILL 2014 76,802,512 
CLINTON 2015 9,091,412 GALLATIN 2012 1,384,140 
FORD 2015 3,544,468 HAMILTON 2012 2,403,944 
IROQUOIS 2015 7,895,528 JOHNSON 2012 1,499,972 
JEFFERSON 2015 8,744,560 MASSAC 2012 2,932,188 
LIVINGSTON 2015 8,769,624 MONROE 2012 6,545,172 
MARION 2015 8,732,956 PULASKI 2012 1,422,192 
PIKE 2015 4,443,892 RANDOLPH 2012 10,135,516 
SCOTT 2015 1,419,564 SALINE 2012 5,261,600 
WASHINGTON 2015 6,336,104 ST. CLAIR 2012 44,641,384 
CHRISTIAN 2014 8,581,984 WHITE 2012 3,270,096 




Figure 1. Thirty-six counties of Illinois have building footprints extracted from LiDAR 
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Data were derived from LiDAR data in LAS format and were converted into vector data 
in shapefile format. This dataset contains the default attributes created by the LP360 software, as 
shown in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Attribute Table of the Shapefile 
LP 360: Attribute Table 
Field Name Data Type Definition 
FID Object ID Object ID generated by ArcGIS 
Shape Geometry Feature geometry 
ID Long Integer Object ID generated by LP360 
Area Double The area of the polygon 
RmsErr Double Root Mean Square Error 
MaxErr Double Maximum Error 
ForceFit Long Integer Undefined 
 
Table 3.  Spatial Reference of the Shapefile 







Bond, Bureau, Cass, Christian, Clinton, 
Greene, Hancock, Jackson, Macoupin, 
Madison, Monroe, Montgomery, Perry, 




Ford, Franklin, Hardin, Iroquois, 
Jefferson, Johnson, Kankakee, Livingston, 
Marion, Massac, Pope, Pulaski, Will 
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_16
N 
Gallatin, Hamilton, Saline, White, 
Williamson 





Datum D_NAD_1983_2011 Angular Unit Degree 
Coordinates have Z values Yes 







1. The building footprints data were derived from LiDAR data directly without modifying 
specific building footprint boundaries. Only sample locations were inspected regarding 
proper identification, size, location, and shape. This inspection was conducted with the 
intent to adjust the parameters used in the LP360 software for a better overall product, but 
not with the intent to fix deficiencies in specific building footprints. A thorough 
inspection of all building footprints was not done.  
2. Building footprints represent the perimeter outline of each building, but the building 
outlines can only roughly represent the buildings. Sometimes one single polygon may 
include many buildings that are close to each other.  
3. The squaring function was performed to produce an approximation of the roof outlines of 
buildings by squaring the traced building outlines. Thus the extraction detected 
rectangular buildings very effectively; the buildings with other shapes may not be 
extracted as their real shapes. There was no classification within the LiDAR point cloud 
that differentiated between the types of structure, so round features, such as storage tanks, 
could not be discerned as different from square buildings without a visual inspection.  As 
a result, the squaring function was mistakenly applied to features of all shapes (Figure 2). 
The data user, such as a community, could manually digitize building footprints to 
replace these features. 
 
Figure 2. A sample dataset showing errors from squaring buildings from Will County, Illinois 
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4. The LP360 software point group tracing and squaring task extracts the building footprints 
from the LiDAR point cloud. This task includes these parameters: Grow Window, Trace 
Window, Minimum Area, and Minimum Points. Each parameter affects the 
identification, size, location, and shape of the extracted building footprint. The Minimum 
Area and Minimum Points were set as defaults. Trace Window and Grow Window are 
the main parameters that determine the outcome of extraction in LP360. Trace Window 
controls the "jaggedness" of the polygon outline.  The smaller the value, the more 
detailed the edge. Grow Window controls clustering. The larger value makes courser 
clusters. Each county was assigned a different parameter value to receive the best 
outcome. The value of the parameter and data details are listed in Table 4.  
 
Table 4.  Data Details with Value of Parameters for Extraction 
County Number of 
Buildings 
Area (sq ft) Grow Window 
/Trace Window 
BOND 18827 35426974.9 7,10 
BUREAU 36170 75426124.3 6,8 
CASS 12782 25964947 6,8 
CHRISTIAN 34908 67849064.6 6,8 
CLINTON 40584 87562263.6 6,12 
FORD 14054 30475120.9 6,8 
FRANKLIN 34512 63858481.7 7,12 
GALLATIN 6068 1073883.77 6,12 
GREENE 17668 30075469 6,8 
HAMILTON 9302 1588593.14 6,8 
HANCOCK 27506 55066263.7 6,8 
HARDIN 6190 9662789.63 5,8 
IROQUOIS 31225 65476191.8 6,8 
JACKSON 39320 79680443.7 7,10 
JEFFERSON 34077 69329907.5 6,8 
JOHNSON 6796 10202605.7 6,12 
KANKAKEE 64795 161302493 6,8 
LIVINGSTON 34500 82722746.7 6,8 
MACOUPIN 47718 86227302.4 6,8 
MADISON 158195 418645449 6,8 
MARION 37178 72100909.6 7,10 
MASSAC 12187 17841116.6 7,10 
MONROE 25893 46259931 6,10 
MONTGOMERY 32072 58694022 6,8 
PERRY 23330 41122892.9 7,10 
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PIKE 18475 40865389.3 6,8                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
POPE 9255 15512723.9 6,8 
PULASKI 5970 8704399.99 7,10 
RANDOLPH 35645 51538395.1 6,8 
SALINE 19553 3402983.17 6,8 
SCOTT 5792 13154603.7 6,8 
ST. CLAIR 142105 260885360 6,8 
WASHINGTON 24753 52289139.6 6,8 
WHITE 13321 2405697.67 7,10 
WILL 295703 927956711 6,8 
WILLIAMSON 42830 9027262.19 7,10 
 
Comparison with Microsoft Building Footprints Data  
In 2018, after ISWS’ work to extract building footprints was underway, Microsoft 
released approximately 125 million building footprint polygon geometries from all 50 U.S. 
States in GeoJSON format. The building footprints were generated by training computer vision 
algorithms to recognize building geometries on aerial imagery of the U.S. The coordinate 
reference system is WGS84 (EPSG: 4326).  
 
Information about the Microsoft data is provided in Tables 5 and 6. More information can 
be found at https://github.com/Microsoft/USBuildingFootprints.  





Table 6.  Spatial Reference of the Data 
Microsoft: Spatial Reference 
Geographic Coordinate System GCS_WGS_1984 
Datum D_WGS_1984 
Angular Unit Degree 
Coordinates have Z values No 
Coordinates have measures No 
 
Microsoft: Attribute Table 
Field Name Data Type Definition 
OBJECTID Object ID Object ID generated by 
ArcGIS 
Shape Geometry Feature geometry 
Shape_Length Double Object ID generated by 
LP360 





Microsoft developed a method that approximates the prediction pixels into polygons, 
making decisions based on the whole prediction feature space. This process is different from the 
LP360 extraction method. Results obtained from LP360 had to be smoothed to decrease the 
occurrence of noisy points near the building edges. This was performed using the squaring 
function, which produces smoother and neater polygons of buildings by squaring the traced 




Figure 3. A sample area from Bond County, Illinois showing buildings before and after applying the squaring 
function in LP360 
  
The example illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 shows the difference between these two 
extraction methods. The building footprints extracted from LP360 may not detect buildings with 
shapes other than rectangular very effectively, but result in clean outlines. The Microsoft 
building footprints can approximately trace the building outlines, but lead to an excessive 




Figure 4. LP360 extraction: A sample dataset from Will County, Illinois 
 
 




Comparison of Quantity 
 
Comparing these two datasets, there were more building footprints per county extracted 
by ISWS using LP360 than the number of building footprints that Microsoft released. Johnson 
County in Illinois is the only one of the 36 counties processed where the Microsoft release 
number is greater; however, the total area of ISWS-extracted building footprints was not greater 
for all counties. The total area was greater in only about 60% (23 of the 36) of counties 
compared. This comparison does not readily point to reasons for the difference in quantity.  
 
Initially, the reason for the increase was thought to be because the LiDAR data used for 
the extraction are in LAS tile format. The default tiling scheme in this format is a series of square 
tiles that include areas of adjacent counties beyond the county boundary; therefore, building 
footprints of adjacent counties were extracted, which inflated the count.  Subsequently, building 
footprints outside of the county boundary were removed from each county using GIS processes; 
the results in Table 7 show that decrease, but all counties, except Johnson, still have a greater 


































BOND 18,827 16,625 12,752 77% 31,800,820 30,027,191 94%
BUREAU 36,170 35,009 28,908 83% 71,802,329 67,547,607 94%
CASS 12,782 12,480 9,817 79% 25,198,289 22,413,468 89%
CHRISTIAN 34,908 32,085 23,737 74% 63,292,995 56,041,368 89%
CLINTON 40,584 32,243 24,740 77% 72,013,318 66,798,643 93%
FORD 14,054 14,043 11,211 80% 30,740,095 27,514,941 90%
FRANKLIN 34,512 32,897 25,362 77% 60,359,288 55,329,073 92%
GALLATIN 6,068 5,652 5,194 92% 10,954,705 11,885,311 108%
GREENE 17,668 16,510 12,680 77% 28,364,341 27,087,360 95%
HAMILTON 9,302 8,687 8,363 96% 16,025,343 18,315,073 114%
HANCOCK 27,506 25,133 18,226 73% 49,010,990 41,674,229 85%
HARDIN 6,190 5,423 4,308 79% 8,560,075 9,553,666 112%
IROQUOIS 31,225 30,351 25,448 84% 63,805,643 62,056,607 97%
JACKSON 39,320 36,369 28,659 79% 74,308,304 73,462,687 99%
JEFFERSON 34,077 33,246 22,280 67% 67,716,187 56,787,933 84%
JOHNSON 6,796 6,558 9,005 137% 9,826,685 19,135,818 195%
KANKAKEE 64,795 62,486 53,903 86% 156,677,942 145,024,553 93%
LIVINGSTON 34,500 32,379 26,103 81% 78,594,096 69,677,071 89%
MACOUPIN 47,718 46,286 37,062 80% 83,810,701 82,749,213 99%
MADISON 158,195 138,099 130,983 95% 360,373,318 335,819,210 93%
MARION 37,178 35,104 24,406 70% 68,397,680 58,935,444 86%
MASSAC 12,187 12,038 10,524 87% 17,624,955 24,158,565 137%
MONROE 25,893 24,095 19,774 82% 43,087,105 49,653,321 115%
MONTGOMER 32,072 30,697 22,985 75% 56,303,750 53,245,773 95%
PERRY 23,330 19,561 15,619 80% 34,825,540 35,289,338 101%
PIKE 18,475 17,642 15,795 90% 38,031,988 35,093,799 92%
POPE 9,255 6,286 4,799 76% 10,088,868 9,423,064 93%
PULASKI 5,970 5,652 4,380 77% 8,285,754 9,918,113 120%
RANDOLPH 35,645 33,388 22,379 67% 47,374,253 52,715,958 111%
SALINE 19,553 19,133 17,745 93% 35,924,321 40,033,742 111%
SCOTT 5,792 5,510 5,085 92% 12,372,181 11,186,132 90%
ST. CLAIR 142,105 139,733 119,887 86% 254,339,674 300,523,748 118%
WASHINGTON 24,753 19,447 14,941 77% 41,705,853 39,868,482 96%
WHITE 13,321 12,577 12,065 96% 24,787,010 27,383,961 110%
WILL 295,703 246,275 236,927 96% 782,212,765 740,268,108 95%
WILLIAMSON 42,830 42,641 39,720 93% 97,823,917 103,717,496 106%
Number of Buildings Area of Buildings (sqft)




Pope County provides an example showing the impact of GIS processing to remove 
building footprints of adjacent counties. In Figure 6, the picture on the left shows the original 
data tiles. It is obvious that the original data overlap the boundary of Pope County. The picture 












Figure 6. Comparision of building footprints in Pope County, Illinois  
Left: Some parcels outside the county boundary are included in the Building Footprints Data extracted by LP360.  
Right: Building Footprints Data released by Microsoft are within the boundary. 
 
Overlap with Land-use Data 
 
Another possible reason for the difference in quantity of building footprints between the 
two methods is that LiDAR has the capacity to penetrate the forest canopy and sense structures 
that may not be visible in aerial images. Thus the Microsoft image-derived building footprints 
would exclude structures in forested areas. To test this idea, the tallies of building footprints 
within forested areas were compared for the two methods. A simple comparison was made 
between these two building footprints datasets using the 36 counties data in Illinois. The land 
cover data are from the National Land Cover Database (NLCD) Land Cover Collection, 2011. 
The outcome of the comparison shows an increase in building footprints extracted from LiDAR 
in forested areas. However, the increase of 0.7% using the LiDAR is far less than the observed 
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9.2% increase of building footprints occurring in agricultural areas (planted or cultivated). 
Agricultural areas don’t have canopy penetration considerations, so another possible reason for 
the difference may be related to urbanization. Unfortunately, the Microsoft-released data do not 
include metadata noting the dates of the aerial imagery used; however, if the imagery data are 
older than the LiDAR data, the difference in building counts is possibly due to urbanization. The 
general practice of new development in Illinois is to expand communities into neighboring 
agricultural lands. Between 2007 and 2015, rural land in Illinois decreased by 95,000 acres and 
developed land increased by 106,700 acres.  
 
 








































*percentage was calculated with 7 kinds of land use and 36 counties 
 
More details about the definition and classification of the land cover can be found at 
https://www.mrlc.gov/data/legends/national-land-cover-database-2011-nlcd2011-legend.   
 
Without a more thorough investigation, the reason for the difference in quantity between 
the Microsoft-released and the ISWS LiDAR-extracted building footprints is not fully 
understood, and may result from a mixture of reasons, including the different extraction methods, 





GeoCue Group Support, LP 360 
http://kb.geocue.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Automatic-Building-Extraction.pdf 
 







Prerna, R., and C.K. Singh. 2016. Evaluation of LiDAR and image segmentation based 
classification techniques for automatic building footprint extraction for a segment of Atlantic 





Appendix 3. Data Dictionary 
 
Database Field Descriptions Structures Table 
Data Sources 
Table 
Type Length Domain Description 
Struct_ID Text 25  Primary key 
Parcel_PIN Text 25  Parcel Property Identification Number 
Address Text 50  Street address 
City Text 50  Municipality 
State Text 2  State abbreviation 
ZipCode Text 10  Zipcode 
County Text 50  County 
Latitude Double   Latitude of the point representing the structure 
Longitude Double   Longitude of the point representing the structure 
Occupancy_Type Text 25 D_Occupancy 
Hazus defined structure types: residential, commercial, 
industrial, agriculture, government, education 
Occupancy_Class Text 50 D_Occupancy_Sub_Class 
Subdivides the occupancy types into specific occupancy 
classifications. The primary purpose of building 
classifications is to group buildings with similar valuation, 
damage and loss characteristics into a set of pre-defined 
groups for analysis. 
Building_Cost Double   Estimated value of the structure in 2017 U.S. Dollars 
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Content_Cost Double   Estimated value of the contents located inside of the 
structure in 2017 U.S. Dollars 
PctAnnChance Float 
  Percent annual chance of flooding for the structure. 




Percent chance of flooding over a 30-year period for the 
structure. Rounded to nearest tenth of a percent 
NumStories Short 
  Number of stories for the structure, this was determined 
by field verification and assessors data 
Area Float   Approximate square footage of structure 
Foundation_Type Text 1 D_Foundation 
The buildings foundations were determined from the 
assessor’s data when available. The foundation type 
modifies the Hazus depth damage curves applied to the 
structure, altering the percentage damage applied and the 
economic losses reported for the structure 
FirstFloorHt Short 
  The height of the first floor, in feet, above ground 
elevation. This number is integral in the calculation of the 
damage estimates 
Year_Built Short 
  The year the household was assumed to be built based 
on the assessors information 
Building_Material Text 15 
 Overall construction material of the home. This field was 
populated with the assessors’ data or surveyors 
observations when available 





Database Field Descriptions Data Sources Table 
Field Name Type Length Description 
Struct_ID Text 25 Foreign key to Structures table 
Occupancy_Source Text 255 Source for Occupancy_Class and 
Occupancy_Type fields 
Foundation_Type_Source Text 255 Source for Foundation_Type field 
FirstFloorHt_Source Text 255 Source for FirstFloorHt field 
Building_Cost_Source Text 255 Source for Building_Cost field 
YearBuilt_Source Text 255 Source for YearBuilt field 
Area_Source Text 255 Source for Area field 
FairMarketValue_Source Text 255 Source for FairMarketValue field 
NumStories_Source Text 255 Source for NumStories field 
Project_Source Text 255 Project for which data originated 
Database Field Descriptions Flood Risk Table 
Data Sources 
Tabl 
Type Length Domain Description 
Struct_ID Text 25  Foreign key to Structures table 
Event_Typ Text 6 D_Event 
Flood Event type. Identifies the annual 
percent chance of exceedance for a flooding 
event such as 0.2-, 1-, 2-, 4- and 10-percent. 
Includes Average Annualized Loss (AAL) 
Depth Float 
  Depth of water above first finished floor for a 
given flood event  
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Rounded to the nearest hundreth of a foot. 
Note there is no depth for AAL entries 
Bldg_Dmg_Pct Float 
  Calculated within Hazus, estimating the 
percent of the direct physical damage to a 
structure. Rounded to the nearest hundreth of a 
percent.  
Note there is no value for AAL entries 
Cont_Dmg_Pct Float 
  Calculated within Hazus, estimating the 
percent of damage to a structure’s contents. 
Rounded to the nearest hundreth of a percent.  
Note there is no value for AAL entries 
Bldg_Loss Double 
  Calculated within Hazus, estimating the cost 
of the direct physical damage to a structure. 
Values in 2017 U.S. Dollars and rounded to the 
nearest ten 
Cont_Loss Double 
  Calculated within Hazus, estimating the total 
cost of damage to the structure’s contents for a 
given flood event. Values in 2017 U.S. Dollars 
and rounded to the nearest ten 
Inventory_Loss Double 
  Calculated within Hazus, estimating the total 
cost of damage to a commercial structure’s 
business inventory for a given flood event. 





  Total loss for the structure, contents, and 
inventory for a given flood event (Bdlg_Loss + 
Cont_Loss + Inventory_Loss) Values in 2017 U.S. 
Dollars 
Database Field Descriptions Survey Table 
Data Sources 
Table 
Type Length Domain Description 
Struct_ID Text 25  Foreign key to Structures table 
First_Floor_Elev 
Float 
  This is the elevation of the top of the lowest finished 
floor above grade in a building. Rounded to the nearest 
tenth of a foot 
Low_Ent_Elev 
Float 
  Lowest entry surveyed elevation, the elevation of 
the  lowest spot where water could enter the structure 
i.e basement windows, outdoor stairway to basement, 
or door entry. Rounded to the nearest tenth of a foot 
Low_Ent_Grd 
Float 
  Lowest entry ground, lowest exterior ground 
surveyed elevation of the structure where water will 
meet the foundation. Rounded to the nearest tenth of a 
foot 
Other_Elev Float   Other type of elevation collected. Rounded to the 
nearest tenth of a foot 
Other_ElevTyp Text 100  Explanation of elevation collected in Other_Elev 
field 
Photo_Front Text 15  Photo name that contains front view of structure 
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Photo_LowEnt Text 15  Photo name that contains low entry view of 
structure 
Photo_Other Text 15  Photo name that contains Other Elevation 
PhotoTyp_Other Text 100  Explanation of photo in Photo_Other field 




Appendix 4. Default Hazus Values 
 
 Hazus Occupancy Class Description  
Occupancy 
Code Occupancy Description Sub-Category 
SqFt Cost 
(2014 USD) 
Content Cost  
Factor (CCF)1 
 Residential  
RES1  Single Family Dwelling Refer to RES1 Cost  0.5 
RES2  Manufactured Housing Manufactured Housing $41.97 0.5 
RES3A Multi Family Dwelling – small Duplex $113.69 0.5 
RES3B Multi Family Dwelling – small Triplex/Quads $99.95 0.5 
RES3C Multi Family Dwelling – medium 5-9 units $179.48 0.5 
RES3D Multi Family Dwelling – medium 10-19 units $168.80 0.5 
RES3E Multi Family Dwelling – large 20-49 units $184.58 0.5 
RES3F Multi Family Dwelling – large 50+ units $173.83 0.5 
RES4  Temp. Lodging Hotel, medium $189.42 0.5 
RES5  Institutional Dormitory Dorm, medium $203.86 0.5 
RES6  Nursing Home Nursing home $207.02 0.5 
 Commercial  
COM1  Retail Trade Dept Store, 1 st $109.60 1 
COM2  Wholesale Trade Warehouse, medium $106.43 1 
COM3  Personal and Repair Services Garage, Repair $129.25 1 
COM4  Professional/ Technical/Business Service Office, Medium $175.24 1 
COM5  Banks Bank $253.94 1 
COM6  Hospital Hospital, Medium $335.67 1.5 
COM7  Medical Office/Clinic Med. Office, medium $241.31 1.5 
COM8  Entertainment & Recreation  Restaurant $223.98 1 
COM9  Theaters Movie Theatre $167.98 1 
COM10 Parking Parking garage $76.21 0.5 
 Industrial  
IND1  Heavy Factory, small $130.37 1.5 
IND2  Light Warehouse, medium $106.43 1.5 
IND3  Food/Drugs/Chemicals College Laboratory $206.74 1.5 
IND4  Metals/Minerals Processing College Laboratory $206.74 1.5 
IND5  High Technology College Laboratory $206.74 1.5 
IND6  Construction Warehouse, medium $106.43 1 
 Religious  
REL1  Church Church $179.35 1 
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 Agriculture  
AGR1  Agriculture Warehouse, medium $106.43 1 
 Government  
GOV1  General Services Town Hall, small $137.50 1 
GOV2  Emergency Response Police Station $233.80 1.5 
 Education  
EDU1  Schools/Libraries High School $173.88 1 
EDU2  Colleges/Universities College Classroom $193.62 1.5 
1 
               Content Cost Factor is a multiplier applied to Building Cost to estimate the Content Cost of a structure 
 




Average Base Cost 
(2014 USD) 
Finished Basement 
Cost (2014 USD) 
Unfinished Basement 
Cost (2014 USD) 
Economy 1 story $84.03 $25.50 $8.80 
Economy 2 story $90.11 $14.35 $5.80 
Economy 3 story $90.11 $14.35 $5.80 
Economy Split level $83.59 $14.35 $5.80 
Average 1 story $115.20 $30.80 $10.55 
Average 2 story $112.40 $19.75 $6.90 
Average 3 story $118.19 $15.60 $5.40 
Average Split level $104.01 $19.75 $6.90 
Custom 1 story $143.55 $50.40 $19.50 
Custom 2 story $141.49 $28.95 $11.65 
Custom 3 story $147.21 $21.05 $8.65 
Custom Split level $131.78 $28.95 $11.65 
Luxury 1 story $175.81 $54.25 $20.55 
Luxury 2 story $168.80 $31.75 $12.55 
Luxury 3 story $174.21 $23.40 $9.45 
Luxury Split level $156.91 $31.75 $12.55 
 
  
